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the magnifier from viewjungle is an illuminated desktop magnifier designed for use by individuals with low vision. it has a white plastic housing with a 3-5.6x magnification range and a viewing area which can be raised and lowered vertically and horizontally, and can
be tilted up to 60 degrees. the lens is adjustable vertically and horizontally, and the viewing area can be tilted up to 60 degrees. the lens can be tilted between 20 and 85 degrees, allowing users to view different areas of the screen at different times. it has a standard
usb port for power, charge and connection, and uses one aa or aaa battery (not included). the lcd task screen is designed for use by individuals with low vision. it provides point of interest-activated led readability for these individuals. the screen has a 5x
magnification. features: the screen is activated by point of interest; great for taxi and bus driving. the screen is made of abs plastic and has rubber bumpers to prevent slipping or falling. power: uses 1 x aa cell (included). dimensions: 2.9 x 9.5 x 5.4 inches. color:
black. the 125x led task screen is designed for use by individuals with low vision. it provides a magnified image of the screen on the surface you choose. the task screen is similar to a tv screen. features: the task screen can be used on any flat surface and can be
placed close to your computer or smartphone. the task screen can be switched between basic and advanced. the task screen comes with 125x led lights which provide high resolution. power: uses 1 x aa cell (included). dimensions: 3.1 x 19.9 x 14.7 inches. color:
black.
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visometrics ma-2 is an adjustable field magnifier that provides 2.5x magnification. the glasses are fitted with 2.5x zoom lenses and have a rubber nose-piece. the ma-2 can be adjusted both horizontally and vertically. eyeglass frames made of abs plastic are available
in a choice of 7 colors. the ma-2 is used for reading and close work. there are models available for reading and close work. all models measure 9.5″ x 3.5″. there are a  visometrics ma-3 is an adjustable field magnifier that provides 2.5x magnification. the glasses are

fitted with 2.5x zoom lenses and have a rubber nose-piece. the ma-3 can be adjusted both horizontally and vertically. eyeglass frames made of abs plastic are available in a choice of 7 colors. the ma-3 is used for reading and close work. there are models available for
reading and close work. all models measure 9.5″ x 3.5″. there are a  visometrics ma-4 is an adjustable field magnifier that provides 2.5x magnification. the glasses are fitted with 2.5x zoom lenses and have a rubber nose-piece. the ma-4 can be adjusted both

horizontally and vertically. eyeglass frames made of abs plastic are available in a choice of 7 colors. the ma-4 is used for reading and close work. there are models available for reading and close work. all models measure 9.5″ x 3.5″. there are a  the visomax ma-5 is a
magnification stand which can be used to assist a person with low vision by magnifying any object that can be seen through two eyepieces. the ma-5 consists of a 2.5x objective lens (convergent lens), combined with a magnifying eyepiece with a flat field lens. the

lenses are interchangeable. an arm is used to hold the eyepiece eyeguide in place with a hinged arm and screw fastener. the eyeguide has a built-in light. the ma-5 can be used with all glasses frames. it is a large, hand-held magnifier  5ec8ef588b
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